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SPECIAL SYMBOLS
USED IN THIS VOLUME

:: Dot locator for “mention”
::= Opening general fraction indicator
::=) Closing general fraction indicator
::=\rightarrow AD {example}
::=\rightarrow AD (double-ended arrow over AD) {example}
::= Triangle shape indicator
::=\text{[Transcriber-defined typeform word indicator}}
\text{1]}
::= Opening transcriber's note indicator
::= Closing transcriber's note indicator
::= Copyright sign
::= Boldface word indicator
::= Dot over previous item
::= Boldface passage indicator
::=\text{[Transcriber-defined typeform word indicator}}
\text{2]}
::= Boldface terminator
::= Crosshatch (pound, number sign)
::= Equal to sign
::= Asterisk
::= Grade 1 terminator
::= Grade 1 passage indicator
::= Capitalized mode terminator
::= Dash
::= Capitalized passage indicator
TRANSCRIBER'S NOTES

Print errors are retained in braille.
All print paragraphs are blocked. All braille paragraphs are indented.
Footnotes are brailled directly after the paragraph to which they apply.
Selected Answers are moved from the back of the book to the end of the volume to which they apply.

When two words are shown within one shape, a passage indicator is used rather than two word indicators.

Illustrations without captions are omitted.
Only those images needed for understanding or for completing exercises are retained in braille.
This volume contains labels for graphics enclosed in Transcriber's Note indicators. The labeled graphics are contained in a separate Tactile Graphics volume, called a TG volume.
This volume has been transcribed according to the BANA Guidelines for the Transcription of Early Educational Materials from Print to Braille.

Transcriber's notes that appear in this volume are listed below, including the pages on which they appear.

[Page 41 Pictures
Page 195 nk means nickel
Page 108 Words describe pictures.] example
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